WETA WORKSHOP’S FINEST, RICHARD TAYLOR,
ON SURVIVING BRAINDEAD

• richard taylor,
photograhed exclusively
for Empire at weta
workshop, new Zealand,
on october 22, 2014.
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he stink is forever burned into his synapses.
“You remember hot tar on a sunny day, walking
home from school. You remember chlorine from
a swimming class in your childhood. As ingrained as
those smells are in your brain, if I smell fermenting
sugar it instantly takes me back to that claustrophobic,
tight set, packed with zombies.”
Deep inside the Weta Workshop, Richard Taylor is
happily casting his mind back to his first live-action movie.
He and Peter Jackson had just survived the shoot for 1989
puppet extravaganza Meet The Feebles, filming inside a ratinfested warehouse. Said rats were probably shocked by what
they witnessed: cow porn, farting hippos, a song about sodomy,
all performed by fuzzy hand-operated critters. Surely whatever
came next couldn’t be crazier than this?
Oh, it could. Splatter comedy Braindead (aka Dead Alive, its
US title) was Jackson’s chance to make a zombie movie, and he
was going to do it right. Although he’d been baking up practical
effects in his mum’s oven for years, this time he needed help. And
fortuitously, the perfect person was right by his side. “Originally
Peter had hired an Australian effects company to do it,” says
Taylor. “But the movie fell over, he hired my wife Tania and I to
do Meet The Feebles, and then he very kindly offered us the
chance to look after Braindead’s effects when it came together
again. At the Feebles wrap party we had been awarded the prize
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for Most Extremely Enthusiastic Couple Working In The Film
Industry. The awards were silver penises.”
When it comes to Richard Taylor, the word “enthusiastic”
seems grossly underpowered. Jackson’s chipper lieutenant may
be a five-time Oscar-winner, not to mention a knight of the
realm, but he could still geek anyone on Earth under the table:
when he clocks Empire’s Totoro T-shirt, he excitedly ushers us
into his office to check out his collection of Ghibli figurines. This
passion was an essential attribute for surviving Braindead, the
tale of a man whose overbearing mum is bitten by a creature at
the zoo, sparking a chain of increasingly grotty events.
“There wasn’t any one bit of the script that was daunting,”
Taylor says. “It was the whole thing! It was dense with amazing
stuff. The opening pages have a Sumatran rat-monkey running
around — ‘Crikey, how are we going to do that?’ We ultimately
did it with stop-motion animation. We went into the back yard
of the editing company we were working with, Mr. Chopper’s,
and I filmed Peter acting out the role of the rat-monkey. The
neighbours must have been wondering what the hell these two
grown men were doing, one of them bouncing around looking
rabid and manic while the other filmed him. You can only imagine.”
It wasn’t the only time Braindead freaked out the public. For
the priceless scene in which hero Lionel (Timothy Balme) takes
a zombie baby (don’t ask) to the park, Balme battled a mutantinfant dummy in a real playground, at one point smashing its >
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• Richard Taylor with Weta Workshop’s make-up mask
collection — the biggest in the world — and baby Selwyn.

head with a swing. “Wellington had never seen anything like it
before,” cackles Taylor. “Being the capital, it was a city filled
with government officials. Braindead popped their brains.”
One morning, at 6 am, Taylor called the police to report
a missing severed head. “The chap said, ‘Don’t waste my bloody
time!’ and hung up. So I called the radio station. And by seven
o’clock we had the head back. Some kid had nicked it off the top
of a car, where it was drying off, went home and put it in his bed.
It gave his mother a hell of a fright.”
Packed with clever sight gags and infused with manic energy
(as Guillermo del Toro puts it, “It makes Sam Raimi look like
Yasujiro Ozu”), Braindead demanded much from Richard and
Tania. “It was very full-on,” Taylor admits. “We were always
trying to do more than was necessarily requested. We didn’t want
to let Peter down in any way.” Unlike Jackson, he wasn’t a trueblue horror buff: when the pair met, he voraciously consumed
his new friend’s video library, paying special attention to The
Evil Dead, and spent hours poring over Dick Smith’s Do-ItYourself Monster Make-Up Handbook.
Working in TV, Taylor had created over 300 sculptures made
from margarine. For Braindead, he became very familiar with a
different foodstuff: Chelsea Golden Syrup. When the creators of
the tasty treacle put it on sale for the first time in 1884, it’s unlikely
they imagined it would one day be used to create a bloodbath.
“Golden syrup, red and yellow food colouring, gravy browning
and apple slices out of big cans — that’s how we made most of our
gore,” Taylor reveals. “We went through mind-boggling amounts.
My wife and I were stained red to above our elbows for about
four months. I remember our lead actor telling us he went home
one day, had a shower and went to bed. But he failed to get the
blood out of his ear and a pool of it ran onto the pillow, much to
his girlfriend’s distress. Sticky blood just became part of our lives.”
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• Taylor (bottom left)
working on the famous
lawnmower sequence.

“we were in a joyous
stupor, cooking up this
crazy kookiness.” richard taylor
empireonline.com

Braindead begins with a dismembering on Skull Island (a nod
to King Kong that is returned with a reference to the Sumatran ratmonkey in Jackson’s 2005 remake). It ends with an astonishing
30-minute sequence in the hero’s house that classifies as cinema’s
most cheerful massacre. Armed with a lawnmower — garden
equipment is a leitmotif in Braindead, with a garden gnome,
shears and a rake also being used as weaponry — Lionel takes
on the army of darkness. It’s Lucio Fulci meets Alan Titchmarsh.
“That was just hysterical fun,” says Taylor, whose face is
ripped off during the denouement. “Twenty litres of blood
were pumping out of a beer keg every six seconds. We fed wax
limbs into the blades with our own hands, trying to hit a very
aggressively moving target that could bite back. Peter and I were
the only two who would do it. But we’d be grinning ear to ear.”
By this point they were starting to get really strange looks. “We
were filming at the National Film Studios, this pristine, corporate
skyscraper with perfect carpets. And within a week it looked like
someone had massacred the staff. The walls were literally dripping
blood. We’d test splattering heads by throwing them down the
stairwell. And we shared a cafeteria with the blue-rinse brigade
brought in to be the audience for game shows they were filming
there. Dignified, elderly men and women enjoying their scones
and tea, trying not to look at the decapitated head on the end of
the spine. Void, played by Jed Brophy (aka The Hobbit’s Nori),
would take his guts and put them on the table while he ate his fried
eggs and baked beans. It was wild. It was absolutely out of control.”
It’s been 12 years since Taylor last saw Braindead. This is not
because he’s sick of it; he’s seen it more times than any other film
he’s worked on. “Some movies I only watch at the premiere and
then never again. You’ve lived it and you move on. But Braindead,
still today I know I’d find it hugely entertaining. It’s just that since
the children have been born I’ve kept it out of the tape player. It
may be a number of years yet before my son can cope with it.”
While he waits to have ‘the talk’ with his kids (not the birdsand-the-bees one, the one about sentient killer intestines) and
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• Above: Brenda
Kendall’s Nurse
McTavish with evil
zombie baby Selwyn.
Right (top to bottom):
Father McGruder
(Stuart Devenie)
bites the dust; Our
hero, Lionel (Timothy
Balme), finds himself
in a sticky situation;
A victim — or rather,
half of one — of
Lionel’s lawnmower
zombie massacre.

continues to work on massive blockbuster projects, every so
often his mind will flicker back to those days of gore. “Braindead
was a significantly simpler time,” he says wistfully. “We lament
that we have lost that. I don’t think anyone in the film industry
works quite like that anymore; the world has changed so much.
We were in a joyous stupor, just flying by the seat of our pants,
cooking up all this crazy, inventive kookiness. The things that
came out of our effects rooms must have been quite disturbing
for the other people working there, but I think ultimately we
gained their respect, just because they saw how hard we were all
working, trying to make a great film.”
He still has mementos, like the original lawnmower and baby
Selwyn, dug up from the Weta vaults for Empire’s photo shoot.
He still has the woollen hat knitted for him during the shoot by
Jackson’s mother. And he still has the sense memory, activated
every time a whiff of fermented sugar hits his nose.
“I can’t eat margarine anymore,” Taylor smiles. “But golden
syrup, no problem. We have it on crumpets for breakfast.”
nick@empiremagazine.com
A Blu-ray restoration of Braindead, supervised by Jackson,
is underway.
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